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THE TEAM

CKC Custom Homes is an award winning, 
family owned custom home builder serving    
San Antonio, Texas and surrounding areas. 
Founded in 2002 CKC specializes in one-
of-a- kind home builds, restorations, and 

interior design respectively.

We strategically keep our yearly volume 
low to make sure your home gets the 

attention it deserves. Additionally, we are 
fully available for renovations and interior 

decorating of all sizes and budgets.

We differ from every builder in San Antonio 
in the way we run your project from start 

to finish. Beginning with meticulously 
gathering bids and selections up front to 

create you  a solid budget, not an allowance, 
we offer a process unique to our niche and 

something no other builder will do for you. 
Our process allows you to know the exact 

price of every detail in your home at signing 
and leaves little room for change orders 

throughout construction. We also offer 3D 
renderings for our clients, and our interior 

design team is always available and eager to 
help clients get exactly what they want. 

A LITTLE ABOUT US
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Deciding to build a custom home rather 
than renovating or remodeling an existing 
residence means ensuring that you and 
your family’s needs and desires are 
tended to. You have input during every 
phase of the building process with your 
new custom home, allowing you the 
opportunity to create the exact household 
you have been searching for without 
having to compromise. It is unlikely to 
find such a specifically designed home 
already on the market.

BEGINNING
THE
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Building a custom home can also 
mean significant financial  savings  
alongside  your initial investment - every 
consideration will be made in  regards  to  
material, energy, aesthetic, framework 
and functionality beforehand. 

This attention to detail regarding your 
unique specifications will prove financially 
beneficial in the long term by addressing 
your needs sooner rather than later.

Building a dream custom home can be 
a rigorous process for a home-buyer, 
accompanied by numerous questions and 
concerns. We at CKC Custom Homes seek 
to put your mind at ease by providing all-
inclusive services that guide you through 
every step of the homebuilding process.
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Location, location, location. The price of 
real estate is highly dependent on the plot 
of land your home will be situated upon. If 
you have the luxury of deciding where you 
want to build and live, consider location as 
a means for saving money/or increase home 
value.

A high cost of living in many East and West 
Coast cities can be attributed to higher-
than- average wages offset by exceedingly 
soaring taxes, utilities, transportation and 
housing costs. Texas, on the other hand, 
has some of the lowest costs of living in the 
country with a high average annual wage 
and low housing prices. Land is relatively 
inexpensive and there is an abundant 
supply of it in addition to fewer regulations 
and no personal state income taxes - only 
five states have a lower individual tax 
burden than Texas.

TO SAVE
WHERE

CONSIDER WHERE TO BUILD

START BUILDING NOW!

Prices and rates trend upwards over 
time.



At CKC, the planning stages in our building 
process are extensive and inclusive. We 
do this to ensure that there are no costly 
errors down the road. We even offer a 
10-year structural warranty that exceeds 
national and local energy requirements. 
At CKC, we conduct continual, internal 
quality inspections throughout every phase 
of construction to examine the foundation, 
frame and final building. This foresight, and 
the resulting strategic procedures, ensures 
a home of the highest quality that will last 
you a lifetime. No detail is too small.

A strict timeline is adhered to make certain 
that no errors are made. Our typical 
construction timeline runs from only 9-12 
months for most homes and includes a 
benchmark timeline with frequent updates 
in regards to quality control and adherence   
to budget. Your involvement in the planning 
and execution process is vital.

PLAN AHEAD TO AVOID MISTAKES
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USE SPACE WISELY

Custom homes provide a personalized 
space that fits seamlessly with your lifestyle. 
Designing your floor plan should be of the 
utmost importance, as it influences all other 
decisions about your home.
First, evaluate your current home - Which 
spaces work and which do you wish were 
expanded? Which rooms are awkward and 
why?

Next, think strategically about how much 
space you and your family need. Determine  
how many bedrooms are desired and which 
recreational spaces are needed. Would you 
like an in-home office? A play room? A 
media room?

By uncovering your desires for living day-
to-day, CKC Custom Homes will be able 
to design a home that fits your personality 
perfectly without wasted space. This will 
cut down on unnecessary costs associated 
with spaces that aren’t utilized because 
they weren’t strategically created with 
functionality in mind.
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CONSIDER LUXURY 
CUSTOMIZATIONS UNIQUE TO YOU 
AND YOUR LIFESTYLE

With CKC Custom Homes, every floor plan 
is completely customized – tailored to suit 
your personality, needs and lifestyle. We 
combine luxury options, exquisite features 
and functioning elegance to create the 
house of your dreams. The homebuilding 
possibilities with CKC are limited only by 
what you can imagine.

Our skilled craftsman and knowledgeable 
staff have previously created an array
Of custom luxury homes that have 
incorporated numerous unique and 
aesthetically captivating features. Some 
examples of previous customizations 
include…

TO SPLURGE
WHERE
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For this home, we created a rain shower 
head so that water falls directly into the 
shower from above, simulating rain, for 
the ultimate in luxury and a streamlined 
appearance.

A benefit that accompanies this 
customization is the conservation of water. 
Today’s high-efficiency rain shower heads 
release less than 2.5 gallons of water per 
minute. Previously, many models sprayed 
about 5.5 gallons of water per minute.

In one of our modern homes, we were asked 
to create a hidden pantry that is concealed 
as a cabinet by the range. This is the ideal 
customization for someone who uses their 
kitchen often and values the additional 
space and sleek appearance of a hidden 
pantry.

RAIN HEAD SHOWER

HIDDEN PANTRY
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TONGUE AND GROOVE PATIO 
CEILING

This feature is a popular choice in many of 
our homes. Whether your decor is rustic, 
formal or eclectic, tongue and groove adds 
textural contrast to walls and floors and 
enhances a room’s visual appeal. If you 
spend leisurely hours outdoors with family 
and friends, this feature allows you to enjoy 
your outdoor space even more. The detail 
adds a focal point for outdoor entertaining 
and can even enhance resale value.
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HIDDEN WALK-THROUGH SHOWERS

One of our signature customizations at CKC 
is our freestanding bathtub and hidden 
shower combination. The walk-behind 
shower provides an unexpected twist to the 
classical shower / tub facade and creates 
a spa-like space, perfect for creating a 
soothing ambiance for any homeowner who 
values relaxation.
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FLOATING COUNTERS

This design features hollow glass counters 
with small stones for a tranquil ambiance 
and a romantic appeal. A seemingly small-
scale detail, this feature is one that will be 
used often and is therefore an ideal place to 
add some breathtaking detail work.
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BUILT-IN FRIDGE

Built in with the surrounding cabinetry, 
this fridge detail saves precious aisle space 
by sitting flush with cabinets. The resulting 
look is smooth, custom and organized.



With CKC Custom Homes, every floor plan 
is completely customized – tailored to suit 
your personality, needs and lifestyle. We 
combine luxury options, exquisite features  
and functioning elegance to create the 
house of your dreams. The homebuilding 
possibilities with CKC are limited only 
by what you can imagine. Our skilled 
craftsman and knowledgeable staff have 
previously created an array of custom 
luxury homes    that have incorporated 
numerous unique and aesthetically 
captivating features. Some examples of 
previous customizations include…

This addition can be a cost-effective way 
to generate hot water for your home using 
sunshine as fuel. They can be used in 
any climate and require little additional 
maintenance once installed. Discuss this 
item with CKC custom builders to decide 
which option is best for you - either an 
active system, which has circulating pumps  
and controls, or a passive system, which 
does not. Some vital considerations include 
your site’s solar resource and the correct 
system size as well as local codes, covenants 
and regulations.

GO GREEN

SOLAR HOT WATER 
HEATER
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Installing solar panels can decrease your 
household’s carbon footprint by an average 
of 35,000 pounds of carbon dioxide per 
year. This can save you more than $100 
per month on your electricity bill. The 
federal solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC) 
is also offering a 30 percent tax credit for 
residential and commercial properties that 
convert to solar energy by the end of 2016.

The purchase and installation of a very 
small off-grid turbine that can power 
a  significant portion of your electricity 
and generally costs between $4,000 and 
$9,000. The federal government and many 
states have rebate or tax credit programs 
in place to encourage investment in small 
wind. Be sure to first evaluate your site for 
construction because these structures take 
space. Work with your custom home builder 
to address legal hurdles as well.

SOLAR PANELS

HOME WIND TURBINE
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CHOOSE ONE ITEM TO FOCUS ON

Have you always dreamt of an Italian-
inspired walk in closet with a chandelier 
fixture  or a distinguished pool complete 
with a modern waterfall? Splurge on an 
area that will greatly enhance your day-
to-day life - this may be a space you are 
wanting to spend much of your time or an 
area that is of importance to you. Some 
ideas include….

• Home Security 

• Multi-Car Garage
 
• Glass Gazebo/
Greenhouse Innovative

• Fireplaces
 
• Custom Library 

• Spacious Home Office
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CONTACT US TODAY!

Phone | (210) 275 4898
Email | info@ckccustomhomes.com
Website | www.ckccustomhomes.com
Address | 7902 Calle Rialto, 200 San Antonio, TX 78257

LET’S BUILD YOUR CUSTOM HOME
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The information in this booklet is the professional and personal opinions of  Custom Homes. All recommendations are 
made without guarantee on part of CKC Custom Homes, and CKC Custom Homes is not responsible of any liability in 

connection with the use of this information. 


